1. Introduction. In a previous papert we have considered the use of the generalized Kronecker symbol $£$*'.'.i^ in presenting the theory of determinants and we now proceed to show that it is an arithmetic tensor of the type indicated by its subscripts and superscripts, i. e. ? it is covariant of rank m and contravariant of rank m. By the statement that a tensor is arithmetic, we mean that its presentation is independent of the particular coordinate system in use and that it has the same numerical values for its various components at all points of space.%
The generalized Kronecker symbol may be defined by means of the equation unfortunate since the tensor character of the symbol has nothing to do with the metric properties of the space. The simplest procedure in proving the tensor character of the symbol <5£2'.'.'.2| is first to prove the theorem when m = n, the number of dimensions of the space. To do this we shall define a tensor of rank 2n, contravariant of rank n and covariant of rank n, by the statement that its presentation in a particular coordinate system ( The product of the two determinants on the right is a determinant of which the element in the ptti row and the qth column is (4) shows that a^Z^ '-llZ] is an arithmetic mixed tensor contra variant of rank n-1 and covariant of rank n-1. Proceeding similarly we arrive at the simple Kronecker symbol ô r s = <%<£'.'-alZ[ which is an arithmetic mixed tensor of the second rank.
It may not be superfluous to call attention again to the fact that these tensors are non-metric. The space for which [July, they are defined is the general space of analysis situs, or topology, in which a point is merely a set of n ordered numbers. The usual presentation of, and notation for, the mixed tensor ôl is therefore unfortunate. This starts with a symmetric covariant tensor g of the second rank which furnishes the metric ground form ( is to be repeated in the summation. The tensor derived in this way may be called the outer product of the two alternating covariant tensors. Similarly the outer product of two alternating contravariant tensors is given by 1 1
The alternating tensor derived as in (5) from two nonalternating tensors is not essentially different from the outer product of two alternating tensors. For we may write it, on using the result*
showing that c r i---r p si---s q , as defined in (5) It may be remarked that the operation of finding tensors reciprocal to any quadratic differential form is a possible one so long as the differential form is non-singular (a ^ 0). When the quadratic differential form is the metrical ground form (ds) 2 = g a pdx a dxP of a Eiemann space we may say that the reciprocal covariant and contravariant tensors are but different representations of the same physical idea which is the tensor. This is by analogy with the case of rectangular cartesian coordinates in euclidean space where the distinction between covariance and contravariance breaks down and the components of two tensors which are reciprocal with respect to the metric ground form (ds) = (dx 1 ) + (dx*f H-• + (dx n f coincide. We have endeavored to show in the preceding paragraphs the utility of the alternating tensor à r s t '.'.'. r Z, i* 1 proving theorems of tensor algebra. It will be readily recognised that there is an intimate connection here with (xrassmann's Ausdehnungslehre, and we believe, in fact, that a systematic exposition of this theory with the aid of the generalized Kronecker symbol would help to make it more widely understood. The use of the symbol in connection with the discussion of the orientation of cells in analysis situs" is also recommended.
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